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The Temasek Polytechnic logo captures the spirit of Singapore,

the Lion City.

The composition consists ofan open book for knowledge, a central

initial "T" as a torch

glory and hope. It also

righteousness. The

represent multiple

Polytechnic as well

education is a life-long

for enlightenment,

represents a sword for

ascending staircases

entry points into the

as indicate that

continual process.

The logo also depicts a stylised picture of the lion face. The

symmetrical layout indicates the sound foundation for the goals.

Red is the corporate colour which gives the logo the likeness of an

authoritative seal thus providing it with an aura of distinction

which is the hallmark of TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC.
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Mission and Goals

Mission To prepare school-leavers for the world of work, equipping them with

knowledge, skills and attitudes that will lead them to satisfying and

rewarding careers and further education.

Goals To provide quality education, through quality people, in a quality

environment to achieve quality performance.

Quality Education

through leadership, innovation and integration

Quality People

through selection, management and development

Quality Environment

through communication, teamwork and people-centredness

Quality Performance

through goals, commitment and service

Milestones of Temasek Polytechnic
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1989

1989

1989

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1991

Appointment of Working Committee to study the feasibility of a third polytechnic

Submission of Working Committee's report to the Council for Professional and

Technical Education

In-principle approval given by Cabinet to set-up third polytechnic

First Joint Admissions Exercise involving Temasek Polytechnic

Passing of Temasek Polytechnic Bill

Temasek Polytechnic Act comes into effect with Presidential Assent

Appointment of Temasek Polytechnic Board of Governors

First Board of Governors Meeting

Matriculation of first batch of students to Temasek Polytechnic's School of Business and

School of Design

Commencement of Design classes

Commencement of Business classes

Start of Joint Admissions Exercise administered by Temasek Polytechnic for the first

time for its second intake of students. The number of courses offered increased from four

in 1990 to nine in 1991.
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Foreword

The period under review in this annual report was a period of

unprecedented activity, commencing with the gazetting of the

Temasek Polytechnic Act 1990 on 6 April 1990, the acquisition and

refurbishment of two temporary campuses to enable the Polytechnic

to commence teaching in July 1990, the recruitment of teaching and

administrative staff, the recruitment and admission of students into

four full-time diploma courses, the selection of architectural

consultants for the new campus, and the preparation of the new

campus brief.

During this short period, the Polytechnic established a lean and

responsive organisational structure, the necessary systems and

procedures for financial control, personnel policies, appropriate

curricula and laboratories for its courses, and the acquisition and

commissioning of equipment. More than that, it succeeded in

imbuing its staff with a unique pioneering spirit of challenge,

entrepreneurship and common purpose that resulted in outstanding performance and the

meeting of all target dates.

The result has been that the pioneering batch of students have, after a short period of

settling in, begun to be attached to the Polytechnic, imbibing its ethos and spirit. The

campuses are vibrant with student life, and already students are brimming with creative

new ideas which have brought successes in the public arena, in particular the Young

Designers' Awards.

A challenge such as this comes only once in one's lifetime, namely to create a tertiary

institution from scratch, with a clean drawing board. That there were sufficient men and

women ready and willing to undertake this task is testimony to the commitment to the

training and education of young people that exists in our society today.

For ultimately, this is what polytechnic education is all about: the preparation of our young

school-leavers for satisfying and rewarding careers, so that they may participate fully in the
economic and social well-being of our nation and thereby contribute to it as well as benefit

from it. A good job gives dignity, self-respect, financial security and independence to the

individual. To prepare young people well for this is a noble calling, for which Temasek

Polytechnic has been preparing itself during the past year.

The accompanying report is a landmark document, being the Polytechnic's first annual

report. I would like to pay tribute to the many men and women who made it all possible,

from the Board of Governors, the management staff, the academic and administrative staff,

to the students of Temasek Polytechnic. Their unfailing efforts have laid the foundation

for successes to come.

N Varaprasad

PRINCIPAL / CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

31 August 1991
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Mr Yeo Khee Leng
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Assembly Engineering Manager
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The Year Under Review

Forging a Tradition of

Excellence

The study on the feasibility of setting-

up a third polytechnic in Singapore

was formalised with the appointment

of a Working Committee in July 1989,

marking the first milestone in the

establishment of Temasek

Polytechnic. The Working

Committee's report to the Council for

Professional and Technical Education

(CPTE) was submitted in October

1989 and approved in-principle by

Cabinet on 22 December 1989.

Once the decision to set-up a third

polytechnic was confirmed, Temasek

Polytechnic participated in the first

Joint Admissions Exercise (JAE) for

students to apply for the four diploma

programmes offered by the

Polytechnic. A total of 1,510

applicants in the JAE selected TP as

their first choice. Despite the

overwhelming response, Temasek

Polytechnic, being a new institution

with limited facilities and resources

could only take in 551 students into its

first-year programme. In addition, a

total of 192 first and second year

design students from the Baharuddin

Vocational Institute was absorbed into

Temasek Polytechnic's School of

Design to continue their second and

third year classes respectively.

Principal cutting a cake to celebrate the

inauguration of Temasek Polytechnic.

Temasek Polytechnic was officially

established on 6 April 1990 when tin-

Presidential Assent to the Temasek

Polytechnic Act (1990) was granted.

The Board of Governors was

appointed by the Senior Minister of

State for Education, Dr Tay Eng Soon,

on 16 April 1990 for a period of three

years. Mr Patrick Yeoh, President of

the Development Bank of Singapore

(DBS), was appointed Chairman of

the Board. The Board of Governors

had its first meeting on 25 April 1990.

Parallel to the appointment of the

Board of Governors, two committees,

namely, the Administration

Committee and the Development

Committee were established to

oversee the development of policies in

these areas.

The Senate, the supreme academic

body of the Polytechnic was also

formed. Its key responsibilities are to

approve the courses to be offered by

the Polytechnic and their minimum

entry requirements, and to determine

the academic standards for the award

of diplomas, certificates, prizes and

other academic qualifications. The

Senate held its first meeting on 19

September 1990.

Dr N Varaprasad, Chairman of the

Third Polytechnic Working

Committee was appointed Principal

and Chief Executive Officer of the

Polytechnic.

A Vision to Promote

Education Excellence

Right from the start, Temasek

Polytechnic had the vision to become

the centre of excellence and

professionalism in its chosen fields as

well as a model of educational

administration and management using

the latest techniques and tools.

The Polytechnic established a new

tradition in its organisation structure.

In the academic area, three Schools

were established, namely, the School

of Business, the School of Design and

the School of Science & Technology.

The benefit of organising into schools

instead of a department for each

course was to maximise the use of

resources and facilities among students

taking related courses.

In the first year of operation, four

diploma courses were offered, namely,

the Diplomas in Business, Graphic

Design, Interior Architecture and

Design, and Product Design. All these

are three-year diploma courses,

targeted at students with the GCE "O"

Level as the minimum qualification.

The first batch of students for the

Business and Design Schools were

matriculated between May and June

1990. Classes for the Design students

commenced in July and those for

Business in August 1990. The late

start for the School of Business was

due to renovation works being carried

out at the Grange Road Campus.

Students enjoying the facilities of the newly

renovated library at the Stirling Road Campus.

To prepare the Polytechnic for the

first batch of students, the immediate

task in early 1990 was to renovate the

former premises of Raffles Institution

at Grange Road and the Baharuddin

Vocational Institute at Stirling Road

so as to put in place the basic facilities

needed to conduct classes. These two

premises now serve as the Grange

Road and Stirling Road Campuses of

the Polytechnic respectively.

The renovation project saw the

completion of classrooms, lecture

theatres, laboratories, a library and a

canteen at the Grange Road Campus

and classrooms, design studios, a

library and a canteen at the Stirling

Road Campus. A second and final

phase of extensive renovation was

done between January and June 1991.
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Education For The Real World

Setting Standards

To position the Polytechnic as an

institution of educational excellence,

the academic standards of the

Polytechnic are maintained by a

process of course validation and

monitoring by the Senate. The

Senate comprising permanent

members, members nominated by the

Board of Governors and members of

academic staff elected from among

themselves, held its first meeting on

19 September 1990.

Three advisory committees, one each

for Business, Design and Science &

Technology were formed. Committee

members were drawn from highly

placed professionals in their respective

Industries. Their role was to provide

advice, feedback and suggestions

relating to curriculum development

that will meet the needs of the market

place.

Admissions

For the year under review, only two of

the three Schools admitted students.

The School of Business offered the

Diploma in Business and the School of

Design offered the Diplomas in

Graphic Design, Interior Architecture

and Design, and Product Design.

In the first admissions exercise of the

Polytechnic, the Singapore

Polytechnic assisted Temasek

Academic Year 1990/1991: Total Full-time Enrolment

Cour
Year 1 Sub Year 2 Sub Year 3 Sub

Total Male Female Total
Total

Male Female

Business

Graphic Design

Interior

Architecture &

Design

Product Design

Total

81

15

7

10

113

348

51

24

15

438

429

66

31

25

551

18

4

.0

32

46

11

7

64

64

15

17

96

18

13

B
39

42

6

9

57

60

19

96

81

51

24

28

184

348

139

41

31

559

Polytechnic in the registration of

applicants. A total of 551 students

were admitted to the first year of the

four full-time courses offered, 429 for

the School of Business and 122 for the

School of Design.

Of the student population, female

students form a predominantly large

group across all the four courses, with

the Business course recording the

highest number at 348 (81.1%)

against 81 male students (18.9%).

There were 15 foreign students which

accounted for 2% of the student

population.

Temasek Polytechnic administered its

first Joint Admissions Exercise for the

second intake of full-time students

from 26 Feb to 30 Mar 1991. This

included the Ministry of Education-

coordinated Joint Admissions Exercise

ACADEMIC YEAR 1990/1991

Student Intake

Design 122 Students

22.1%

Business - 429 students

77.9%

(JAE) and the TP-administered Direct

Admissions Exercise (DAE).

Under the JAE, conducted from 26

Feb to 2 Mar 1991, 2,079 applications

were received as compared to 1,510

applications in 1990. The DAE,

conducted from 26 Feb to 30 Mar,

registered more than 1,260 applicants.

This channel of applications covered

"A" Level students, foreign students, as

well as those students who had good

results in the relevant subjects but did

not meet a particular subject

requirement under the JAE.

The teamwork and cooperation

between academic and non-academic

staff enabled the admissions exercise to

be carried out smoothly.

The School of Business

Developing Total Business

Skills

Course Development

The School of Business conducted its

first classes for the Diploma in Business

on 13 August 1990 at the Grange

Road Campus. The course offers

students the opportunity to specialise

in one of three options in the third

year, namely, Accounting and

Finance, Marketing and Retail

Management, and Tourism

Management.

During the year, two course

management teams were formed to

look into the feasibility of launching

two new diploma programmes.



Arising from the studies, the School of

Business proposed the introduction of

a new Diploma in Operations

Management to be offered jointly with

the School of Science &. Technology

and the upgrading of the Tourism

Management option into a full

Diploma in Tourism Management. A

proposal to allow the first batch of

interested students to join the

Diploma in Tourism Management

course was also submitted. These

proposals were approved by Senate

and will be implemented in the next

academic year.

All the three Business courses will

have a common first year curriculum

which offers foundation business

subjects including Business

Communication, Economics,

Accounting, Computing, Statistics,

Human Resource Management and

Principles of Management. In the

second year, students will pursue more

specialised subjects related to their

respective courses.

Business students attending a tutorial session

on communications.

Apart from the regular teaching

commitments, many staff were

involved in curriculum development.

The common, first-year curriculum

was finalised during the year and

approved by the Senate. Preparation

to develop the second year of the

programme is in progress and is

scheduled to be completed in April

1991.

A Business Advisory Committee was

formed with the objective of tapping

the rich experiences of professionals in

the Industry to enhance the Business

curriculum. The first meeting of the

Committee was held on 25 July 1990

at the Stirling Road Campus.

Lecturers having a discussion on curriculum development.

In Tune with Business Trends

The School of Business also organised

its first Seminar titled "Retailing in the

1990s" on 16 November 1990. The

Seminar received good response from

the retail industry. There are plans to

organise more of such seminars to

enable the Polytechnic to foster closer

ties with various business sectors in

Singapore.

Staffing

Recruitment of Business academic staff

was satisfactory. As at 31 March 1991,

there were 28 academic staff in the

School of Business. This works out to

1:15 in terms of staff to student ratio.

The School of Design

Creating Better Design

Vistas

The establishment of a School of

Design within Temasek Polytechnic

was unique in more ways than one.

Firstly, Temasek Polytechnic is the

only polytechnic having a Design

School. Secondly, although the

Polytechnic was newly established, the

School had students in all three years

of its programme. This was possible as

the Polytechnic took over the design

courses ran by the Baharuddin

Vocational Institute (BVI). Students

who successfully completed their first

and second years of study in the

Diploma in Applied Arts course at

BVI were admitted into the second

and third years of study respectively in

the corresponding course in the

School of Design.

This unique arrangement saw the need

to reorientate students from vocational

training to tertiary

education as well as instill in

them a sense of identity

with the new polytechnic.

During the year under

review, two main activities

undertaken by the School of

Design were the upgrading

of the design facilities for

the students as well as the

recruitment of experienced

and qualified staff to meet

the increased student

population.

Upgrading of Facilities

The renovation of the design facilities at

the Stirling Road Campus proved a real

challenge for the Polytechnic as detailed

planning and scheduling had to be

worked out to minimise disruption of

classes. The refurbishment programme

was successfully completed within the
tight time frame with the cooperation,

tolerance and understanding of staff and

Renovated design studios provide a more

conducive environment for students.

students who sometimes had to

relocate to temporary classrooms to

make way for the renovation works.

The Design School is now equipped

with a full range of facilities

comprising, two new computer

laboratories, a lecture-theatre, air-

conditioned design studios, a

photographic centre, a lighting

laboratory and a model workshop.

New equipment and furniture had

been ordered to replace some of the old

furniture and fittings handed over by

the BVI. The Design School can now

boast of a standard of facilities and

equipment which would be the envy of

most other design schools around the

world.
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Staffing

In addition to staff who had been

seconded or transferred to the

Polytechnic from the BVI, the Design

School also recruited a number of new

staff to meet the higher student

population. Many of these staff had

been professional designers with much

to contribute to design education

which augurs well for the School's

future. During the year, the staff

attended computer and academic

training programmes to equip

themselves to deliver courses as well as

play a pro-active role in the

Polytechnic.

To complement the pool of full-time

lecturers, four adjunct lecturers were

recruited to enable students to benefit

from the knowledge and experience of

established professionals who are

experts in their field but may not wish
to take up lecturing full-time.

Course Development

There had been a growing interest in

design education among students.

Applications for the Graphic, Interior

Architecture and Design, and Product

Design courses had increased in 1990.

More significant was the increase in

the quality of applicants, largely as a

result of the School being with

Temasek Polytechnic. To establish a

design standard that is equal to degree

awarding Schools elsewhere, the

curricula of the design courses were

reviewed. A new curriculum for the

Interior Architecture and Design

course was introduced. An external

examiner was also appointed for all

three design courses. This was a

significant achievement as it exposes

the standard of students' works to

external authentification, inviting

comparison with high quality

institutions overseas. The external

examiner was impressed by the overall

standard of work in terms of design

problem-solving, aesthetic sensitivity,

technical understanding and

manipulative skills.

Design is an extremely practice-

oriented art involving risk-taking and

the application of creative solutions to

problems. To expose students to real-

life problems, the Design School

actively encouraged them to take on

actual projects from Industry and

many companies had taken advantage

of this facility to tap the students' skills
and ideas.

A Design Advisory Committee will be

established to provide a close working

link with prominent designers and

employers of design graduates. The

Committee's role would be to provide

feedback and suggestions on the

development of design courses and

curriculum that will meet the needs of

the design industry. In addition, the

close rapport with members of the

Committee would provide excellent

opportunities for extended dialogue

and development of strategic

objectives.

The School of Science &

Technology

In The Forefront Of

Technology

Development

The School of Science & Technology

was set-up to support strategic

industries in Singapore by offering

courses that are responsive to market

demands for technical professionals.

During the academic year 1990/91, the

focus of the School was to gear itself to

launch three Diploma courses in the

next academic year, namely, the

Diplomas in Electronics, Mechatronics

and Information Technology.

Areas of emphasis covered staff

recruitment, skill sets, facilities,

equipment, academic and

administrative processes and contacts

with industries and relevant bodies.

The School of Science & Technology

Advisory Committee was formed on 1

January 1991. Comprising

representatives from the Industry and

Government bodies, the aim of the

Committee was to provide feedback

and guidance for the planning and

launching of relevant courses of study

in the School.

Staffing

During the year, growth in the staff

strength for the School was

phenomenal. From just two staff, it

grew to a team of 33 academic and

support staff as at 31 March 1991. Of

the 27 academic staff, about half have

post graduate qualifications and 60%

of them had more than four years of

teaching or industrial experience.

They brought with them not only

experience in education management

but also practical knowledge of the

challenges and problems faced in the

technology industry.

The academic year 1990/91 was also a

year of intense learning for staff as they

acquired state-of-the-art knowledge

and skills ranging from transputers to

tranduces, connectivity to super

conductivity and teaching

methodology to student counselling.

These skills would be applied to

enhance the quality of teaching and

contact with students.

Facilities

To gear up to the launching of three

courses in the academic year 91/92,

special facilities were required,

especially laboratories, as 50% of the

student's course load would be practice

oriented. Renovations were in active

progress to put in place fully

Career counselling for students

interested in Technology courses.

operational laboratories for electronic

circuits, digital techniques, computer-

aided design and programming,

printed circuit board fabrication, office

automation and host computing.

Renovations is expected to be

completed by June 1991.

The realisation of full connectivity

between PCs, workstations and the

VAX 4000 through TP's Open

Systems Computing Strategy was a

significant development and

achievement in 1991.
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Providing An All-Round Education

TP's students participated in the National Day Parade (990.

Inspite of the small student base,

the first year of the

establishment of Temasek

Polytechnic proved to be a fairly

active one. The first student

activity during the year under

review was the formation of a

team of 50 students and 10

reserves to take part in the

combined Polytechnics

contingent for the National Day

Parade in 1990.

Student Union and

Clubs

Besides the Students' Union,

various clubs were formed in the

academic year 1990/91. These

were the Business Studies Club,

Design Studies Club, Sports

Students take time off for play.

Club, Community Service and

Cultural Club and the Current

Affairs and Debating Club.

These newly formed clubs also

organised a series of student

activities such as film shows, a

Valentine's Day Special, an

inaugural debate between staff

and students, and a barbecue and

disco nite.

Sports

The Polytechnic participated in

the Institute Varsity Polytechnic

(IVP) games in Sep 1990, taking

part in soccer, netball, canoeing

and track &. field games.

Although a new and young team,

the students gained valuable

experience from the stronger and

more experienced

teams.

To further encourage

students to develop an

active and healthy

lifestyle, the

Polytechnic organised

inter-class, inter-

tutorial groups and

inter-school games for

students during the

year. Matches

organised included

badminton, soccer,

netball, basketball and

volleyball.

Student Welfare

Students' welfare was an

important area of emphasis for the

Polytechnic as it firmly believes

that a healthy and happy student

will be better able to cope with

academic demands. As part of the

pro-active approach to

counselling, a series of talks were

organised for first-year students.

Talks ranged from "How to study

and pass with flying colours" to

"Sexual Myths and Fallacies" and

"Dating, Courtship and

Marriage".

Students' Achievements

Students from the School of

Design won a number of awards in

various Government and

Commercial design competitions.

Some of these included the Young

Designers' Award, Image 2000

Painting Competition, Chingay

Logo and Mascot Design, and

Make A Lantern competition

organised by the Nanyang

Technological Institute.

One of the many awards won by Design

students in the Young Designers' Award for

their innovativeness and creativity.
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In Partnership

Collaboration with

Industry

In the areas of computerisation

and technology, there were

collaborations with leaders in

bring tertiary design education

and industry into closer

partnership. This Centre would

offer a whole range of services to

industry which are central to

Singapore's strategic economic

development. A unique

A tie-up with industry to enhance the Information Technology programme for students.

Industry to jointly promote

technology as well as enhance

the quality of teaching at the

Polytechnic using the latest

computer technology. A

Memorandum of Understanding

was signed with Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC)

in February 1991. This was to

formalise a three-year

partnership which would

contribute to the Polytechnic's

IT development plan to utilise

technology in the promotion of

educational excellence for staff

and students. More such

partnership arrangements are

being finalised with other

vendors.

Providing Consultancy

to Industry

Within the Polytechnic, a

Design Technology Transfer

Centre would also be set-up to

character of the Centre would be

its ability to offer design

expertise which is integrated

with business and manufacturing

technology, and seminars and

courses for the design industry.

This partnership with industry

will continue to be developed

The Technology Transfer Centre for

Design would offer design services, and

provide seminars and courses for the

design industry in Singapore.

and strengthened. In addition

regular contact were made with

overseas tertiary institutions to

keep up-to-date with educational

developments abroad as well as

to explore the possibility of

establishing linkages.

In Tune with Business

Trends

The School of Business also

organised its first Seminar titled

"Retailing in the 1990s" on 16

November 1990. The Seminar

received good response from the

retail industry. There are plans

to organise more of such

seminars to enable the

Polytechnic to foster closer ties

with various business sectors in

Singapore.

Director I Business delivering his welcome address at the Retailing Seminar.
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A Strong Backline

Human Resource

Staffing

During the period under review, the

primary task of the Human Resource

Department was to put in place a

team of experienced and dedicated

staff to ensure the smooth

functioning of the Polytechnic. An

active recruitment exercise was

professionals who are experts in

their field but may not wish to take-

up lecturing as a career. The

Scheme also aimed to ensure that

the training provided by the

Polytechnic would be

technologically up-to-date and

relevant to the needs of the

industrial, commercial and service

sectors. As at 31 March 1991, seven

adjunct lecturers were appointed

under the Scheme.

Standing (L to R): Mrs Chua Scow Ying, Mr YeuBokChin, Mr Geoffrey Ng, Prof Michael Hallam.

LTC(Res) TABalasingamandMrWongLoke}ack. Seated (LtoR): MrsLilvTeo, DrNVaraprasaii

I Principal) and Mrs Esther Ong.

carried out for both academic and

non-academic staff. From 38 staff in

April 1990, the staff strength of the

Polytechnic grew to 136 members as

at 31 March 1991.

In terms of the organisation

structure, Temasek Polytechnic

adopted a flat structure to reduce the

levels of communication. The

Senior Management team comprise

the Principal/Chief Executive

Officer and his eight Directors. The

full team was in office by November

1990.

To complement the pool of full-time

academic staff, an adjunct lecturer

scheme was introduced in July 1990.

The objective of the Scheme was to

enable students and academic staff

to benefit from the knowledge and

experience of established

Staff Appraisal and Awards

Two performance reviews were

carried out in October 1990 and

April 1991 respectively. TP adopted

an open appraisal system to promote

feedback and dialogue between

superiors and their subordinates with

the aim to establish and evaluate

goals and targets to enhance the

Department's performance. The

review exercises saw a total of 12

promotions of academic staff and 3

of administrative staff. Three

academic and eight administrative

staff received merit increments. The

promotions and merit increments for

April 1991 were exceptionally high

as many staff were transferred from

the other two polytechnics.

In addition to regular performance

review exercises, the Polytechnic

also introduced three categories of

staff awards, namely, The

Outstanding Employee Award,

Merit Awards and Team Work

Awards, for outstanding

achievements and contributions to

the Polytechnic. One outstanding

employee award, two merit awards

and three team work awards were

presented for 1990/91.

Staff turnover was very low, with

only two resignations during the

period under review. This works out

to less than two percent of the staff

strength.

Staff Orientation and

Mentorship

A firm believer that new hires

should be given all the necessary

assistance to settle in a new work

environment, the Polytechnic

introduced an orientation

programme for all new staff in

November 1990. In this

programme, staff were briefed on the

Polytechnic's set-up and functions,

introduced to their colleagues as

well as brought on a tour of the

campus. A mentor was appointed to

,

"■

11
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i

Staff members attending one of the regular

communication sessions to keep them up-to-date

with dei>e/of>ments at the Polytechnic.

take care of each new staff member

during the first week and thereafter

regular Communication sessions

were organised for the new staff to

interact with other staff and the

senior management.

12



Training and Development

Although the start-up phase

involved much developmental work,

efforts were nonetheless spent in

sending staff for training and

development. Training and

development were focused on four

areas, namely, local/short

programmes including industrial

attachments, in-house programmes

and conferences, overseas industrial

attachments, conferences and visits

to educational institutions, and

programmes leading to a formal

degree. During the period under

review, the Polytechnic spent about

$35,000 on training and

development of staff.

Computer and

Information Systems

One of the goals of the Polytechnic

was to promote an IT-intensive

environment. The Computer and

Information Systems Department

was actively involved in establishing

such an environment at both

campuses. During the,year under

review, three main developments

were observed, namely, the setting-

up of an electronic mailing system,

the implementation of the Student

Information System (TPSIS) and

Examination Processing System

(TPEXAM), and the Information

System Planning (ISP) for the

Administration Department.

The Electronic Mailing System

enabled staff in both campuses to

communicate with each other

speedily at any time. This system

greatly reduces paper flow and yet

enabled information to be stored for

future reference and action.

The computerised student

information and examination

processing systems automated the

enrolment exercise, matriculation

and tutorial groupings. It also

produced various reports for analysis

and decision-making. Among the

facilities available in the

examination system was the

automatic computation of the

overall grading of the students'

academic performance for the

semester. This greatly reduced the

time taken to compute and produce

examination results.

An ISP project was carried out for

the Administration Department to

identify information requirements

for supporting the administrative

functions. A total of nine

application systems were acquired

for computerisation. A data model

which will serve as a blue-print for

the design of an integrated database

was defined. The report on the

findings and recommendations is

expected to be completed by August

1991.

Library & Information

Resources

Development of Library

Collection

Students and staff making full use of the

Libraries' resources.

To support the academic

departments and students, the

Library's top priority was to build up

its collection of books and reference

materials. During the year under

review, the Library acquired 5,039

volumes and received 78 volumes of

books and serials as gifts. 279

periodical subscriptions were placed.

Together with the transfer of design

and design related books from the

former Baharuddin Vocational

Institute (BVI) Library, the total

book collection stood at 11,080

volumes. There were 139 audio

visual titles, of which 84 titles were

transferred from BVI. A book

recommendation service was also

introduced to encourage staff and

students to participate in building

up the library collection.

Renovation of Library

Facilities

Renovation was carried out in the

libraries of both campuses. New

fittings and furniture were added to

enhance the reading environment

for users. The SRC Library has a

floor area of 279 square metres and a

seating capacity for 80 users while

GRC Library has a floor area of 491

square metres with one hundred and

twenty seats and an adjoining

reading room which is kept opened

even after office hours on Sundays

and public holidays. The Libraries

in both campuses offer single and

group viewing and listening

facilities. For accessing the library
catalogue on microfiche, microfiche

readers were provided. At the SRC

Library, there is also a facility for

photograph taking.

The SRC Library was opened on 26

July 1990 and the GRC Library on

20 August 1990.

Library Automation

In addition to building up the

Library collection at both campuses,
the Library was also linked to the
National bibliographic network

(SILAS) which contains a full

standard record of millions of books

and serials catalogued by the Library

of Congress, the British Library and

other National libraries as well as

A computerised library system enables

students and staff to access the collection of

both libraries from either of the campuses.

13
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local libraries in Singapore. This

had enabled the library to build up

its catalogue rapidly. The SILAS

system was also useful for the book

acquisition process. It facilitated

access to the holdings of other

libraries in Singapore and hence

facilitated the inter-library loan

process.

As the Polytechnic operates from

two campuses, a computerised library

system was necessary to enable staff

and students to access the collection

of both libraries from either of the

campuses. Three months were spent

on evaluating different library

systems to meet this requirement

before the Dynix Automated Library

System was finally selected. To run

the software, a DEC system 5500

model running on Ultrix operating

system was acquired. This system

has six modules covering circulation,

cataloguing, Online Public Access

Catalogue (OPAC), Reserve Book

Room, Acquisitions and Serials.

With this system, staff and students

will be able to check the libraries'

collection as well as their own

personal loans within seconds and

the press of a few buttons.

Keeping in Touch with

Users

An in-house bimonthly newsletter,

the TP Library News, was published

to inform users of new services,

facilities and materials acquired by

the Library. The Accession list of

new materials added to the

collection was also circulated to all

staff.

Administration

Academic And Corporate

Services

The Academic and Corporate

Services Section provided strong

support to the Schools during the

year.

Some of the activities included the

matriculation of students to the

Polytechnic, the preparation of

materials and facilities for the first

sessional examination conducted

from 24 November to 1 December

Excited students crowding round the notice

board to check their examination results.

1990 and the running of the Design

aptitude test for students who wished

to pursue design courses but did not

offer Art or Science & Technology

in the GCE "O" or "A" Level

Examinations.

The written examinations covered

the first-year business and graphic

design students. Of the 413 Business

students and 65 Graphic Design

students who sat for the Semester 1

examinations, 473 or 98.95% were

promoted to the next semester. Of

the five who failed, three from

Business and two from Graphic

Design were dismissed from their

respective courses.

The design aptitude test was

conducted on 1 Sep 1990 for 1,445

students from secondary schools,

junior colleges and Pre-University

Centres. Due to the overwhelming

response to the test, a second test

was conducted on 5 Jan 1991 for 132

students.

Although the pool of candidates was

large, the standard set was high.

The pass rate for the three-hour test

was 16.5% for the first test and

38.6% for the second test.

Public Affairs

One of the key objectives of the

Public Affairs Section in the first

year of Temasek Polytechnic's

operation was to promote the

corporate image of the Polytechnic.

To increase the public's awareness of

Temasek Polytechnic's existence, its

Mission and courses offered, various

publicity activities were carried out

during the year.

Awareness Promotion Programme

A Seminar on Polytechnic

Education, targeted at Principals and

career guidance counsellors of

Secondary Schools and Junior

Colleges, was held in September

1990. The aim was to create the

opportunity for a dialogue session

with them so that information can

be disseminated and clarifications

made.

At the students' level, a schools'

promotion programme covering talks

to graduating secondary school

students was launched in August

1990. For a start, talks were

delivered to 27 schools, between

August and October 1990, covering

more than 8,000 students.

Information on Temasek

Polytechnic, the courses offered and

facilities available were covered

during these talks.

To supplement these publicity

activities, the TP Prospectus and

brochures on the various courses

offered were produced and

distributed to teachers and students

during the seminar and talks

respectively.

The Principal briefing secondary school principals and teachers at TP's seminar on Polytechnic Education.
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Exhibitions

The Polytechnic participated in two

exhibitions during the year. The

main one was the Career '91

Exhibition held at the World Trade

Centre in Mar '91. All the three

polytechnics participated jointly in

this exhibition to promote

polytechnic education. Another

was the in-house exhibition held in

conjunction with the Joint

Admissions Exercise which was

carried out following the release of

the GCE "O" Level results.

from many other foreign institutions

also visited TP to understand more

about the courses offered and

explore the possibility of forming

linkages with the Polytechnic.

Media Coverage

Media coverage on Temasek

Polytechnic was favourable with the

early part of the year devoted mainly

to news coverage on the courses

offered by the Polytechnic. The

media was also invited to visit the

newly renovated campuses in Feb

1991. They were

briefed by the

Principal on the

Mission, goals and

plans for the

Polytechnic. During

the period, Temasek

Polytechnic's

students won a

number of awards in

various design

competitions and

their achievements

were covered by the

media. One of the

key achievements

was the Young

Designers' Award

organised by the

Trade Development

Board. TP's design

students won three

of the five overall

awards and all three

merit prizes in the

Tertiary and

Vocational

Institutions category

of the competition.

Mr Tim Eggar, VK Minister of State for Education and Science,

looking at design projects during his tour of the Stirling Road Campus.

Visitors

Temasek Polytechnic, being a new

polytechnic and the only

polytechnic in Singapore having a

School of Design, attracted many

visitors in 1990. Among the

prominent visitors in 1990 and

early 1991 were the UK Minister of

State for Education and Science,

Mr Tim Eggar and a group of

Directors from the UK Committee

of Directors of Polytechnics.

Departmental Heads and Professors

Estates and Property

The Estates and Property Section

was set up in April '90 with a

present staff strength of seven. The

section handles all aspects of Estates

and Property Management,

Materials Management, Security

Management and Development

Management. The main task during

the year under review was the

campus renovations project. It was

a daunting challenge to prepare the

campus at short notice and in a

Teaching facilities, like the Business Laboratory,

were created to provide a conducive learning

environment for students.

limited time. However, with good

support and team-work, the project

was completed successfully and on

schedule.

The tendered project cost for Phase

I was $1,610,000 and $5,819,800 for

Phase II. Renovation work was

more challenging to plan and

supervise than building a new

facility. Specifications had to be

more detailed and adjusted/adapted
to fit the physical constraints of the

existing structures. Considerable

co-ordination and decision-taking

were necessary among the

Polytechnic, contractor and

consultants.

Apart from the renovations project,

the Section had to maintain the

facilities of both campuses. Both

campuses were provided with round-

the-clock security guard services to

ensure a safe campus environment

for staff and students. Extensive

preparations were also made to

provide furniture and furnishings for

the teaching facilities as well as

offices, staff rooms and canteens.

The section also provided logistics

planning and support to many TP

activities, such as the Seminar on

Polytechnic Education in Sep 1990

and the Joint Admissions Exercise

in Feb 1991.
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A Cohesive Force

Staff Communication

One of the keys to the

development of a cohesive team

is the availability of an open

communication system. TP is

fully committed to an open-door

policy which encourages

information sharing as well as

formal and informal

communication among staff

members. Through regular small

group communication sessions,

staff were kept updated on

developments and activities

within the campuses and were

also encouraged to provide

feedback and suggestions to

management. Formal,

polytechnic-wide communication

sessions were held periodically to

strengthen this communication

link.

The TP in-house newsletter "TP

News" was launched in

November 1990. This is a bi

monthly newsletter which

provided staff with regular

updates on developments and

progress relating to the

Polytechnic. There are plans to

include an Alumni column and

to extend the newsletter to all

alumni members.

I-ULT ItLHNIL

WISHES SINGAPORE A HAPPY BIRTHDAY

WHEN YOU'RE SO. WE'LL BE

Staff members, together with students made a trip to the Wishing Well to contribute their share to the

Community as part of the Nation's 25th Anniversary Celebration.

Social and Recreational

Activities

Temasek Polytechnic believes

that staff that play together work

better together. Promotion of

staff interaction was an

important task, especially in the

Polytechnic which is growing

rapidly. It would not be wrong

to say that changes, whether

large or small, were taking place

everyday. To create a closely

knitted group, social and

The TP Family Day brings together staff and their families for a day offun and games.

recreational activities had been

organised. Some of these

activities involved not only the

staff but their families too. The

first Family Day was held on 8

September 1990 where many

staff members me* their

colleagues' families for the first

time. Staff gatherings were also

organised to celebrate various

festive seasons.

Community Service

Amidst all the excitement and

developments at the Polytechnic,

community service was not

neglected. The first community

effort of the Polytechnic was a

joint staff and students walk to

the "Wishing Well" in

conjunction with the charity

fund-raising drive for Singapore's

25th Anniversary.

Another community project

close to the heart of the

Polytechnic was the promotion

drive to encourage staff to

participate in the Community

Chest of Singapore SHARE

Programme. Since the SHARE

drive started in May '90, 107

staff members or 82% of all staff

had signed up for the programme.
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REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE ACCOUNTS OF

THE TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

FOR THE PERIOD FROM 6 APRIL 1990 TO 31 MARCH 1991

The accounts of the Temasek Polytechnic have been examined under my direction and in accordance

with the provisions of the Temasek Polytechnic Act 1990. I have obtained all the information and

explanations I have required.

In my opinion :

(a) the accompanying accounts show fairly the state of affairs of the Polytechnic at 31 March 1991 and

the results and changes in financial position of the Polytechnic for the period ended on that date ;

(b) proper accounting and other records including records of all assets of the Polytechnic whether

purchased or donated have been kept; and

(c) the receipts, expenditure and investment of moneys and the acquisition and disposal of assets by the

Polytechnic during the period were in accordance with the provisions of the Temasek Polytechnic

Act 1990.

CHEE KENG SOON

AUDITOR-GENERAL

SINGAPORE

13 September 1991
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TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

BALANCE SHEET

AS AT 31 MARCH 1991

NOTE S$

ACCUMULATED DEFICIT ( 131,896 )

DEFERRED CAPITAL GRANTS FROM GOVERNMENT 3 4,931,112

FUNDS:

Revolving Fund 4 1,375,000

Bursary Fund 5 35,536

Represented by:

FIXED ASSETS

WORKS-IN-PROGRESS

STAFF LOANS

STUDENT LOANS

CURRENT ASSETS

Sundry debtors, deposits and prepayments

Cash and bank balances

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Student deposits

Sundry creditors and Accruals

Receipts in advance

NET CURRENT ASSETS

The accompanying notes form part of the accounts.

6,209,752

6

7

4

8

1

4

,334,222

,046,589

877,340

2,400

212,447

1,942,864

2,155,311

14,650

2,191,057

403

2,206,110

( 50,799)

6,209,752

Patrick Yeoh

Chairman

Temasek Polytechnic

Dr N Varaprasad

Principal

Temasek Polytechnic
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TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT

FOR THE PERIOD FROM 6 APRIL 1990 TO 31 MARCH 1991

NOTE

INCOME

Student fees

Other income

Interest income

EXPENDITURE

Salaries, CPF and other related cost

Staff benefits

Student welfare

Teaching materials and consumable supplies

Library books written off

Periodicals, library supplies & materials

Office supplies & stationery

Public relations & publicity

Consultancy fees

Audit fee

Repairs & Maintenance

Rental

Transport and travelling

Computer software

Fixed asset written off

Depreciation

Pre-operating expenses

Miscellaneous

DEFICIT BEFORE GOVERNMENT GRANTS

GOVERNMENT GRANTS

Operating grants

Deferred capital grants amortised

DEFICIT FOR THE PERIOD

S$

900,888

9

10

6

11

12

5,110,663

262,905

72,869

221,196

317,697

57,593

209,194

105,196

10,637

18,000

473,681

43,022

83,131

133,220

510,660

297,661

138,386

15,615

8,081,326

(7,180,438)

6,750,881

297,661

7,048,542

( 131,896)

The accompanying notes form part of the accounts.
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TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE PERIOD FROM 6 APRIL 1990 TO 31 MARCH 1991

SOURCE OF FUNDS

Deferred capital grants from Government

Grants for revolving fund

Donations for bursary fund

Current liabilities:

Student deposits

Sundry creditors and accruals

Receipts in advance

S$

4,782,731

1,375,000

35,536

14,650

2,191,057

403

2,206,110

8,399,377

APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Deficit for the period

Adjustments for items not

involving the movement of funds:

Depreciation

Deferred capital grants amortised

Funds used in operations

Purchase of fixed assets

Works-in-progress

Staff loans

Student loans

Current Assets:

Sundry debtors, deposits and prepayments

Cash and bank balances

131,896

297,661

( 297,661)

1

131,896

185,841

4,046,589

1

2

8

877,340

2,400

212,447

,942,864

,155,311

,399,377

The accompanying notes form part of the accounts.
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TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS - 31 MARCH 1991

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

a) Basis of Accounting

The accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention.

b) Government Grants

Government grants for the purchase of depreciable assets are taken to the Deferred Capital Grants Account. The

deferred grants are recognised in the Income and Expenditure Statement over the periods necessary to match the

depreciation of the assets purchased with the related grants.

Grants to meet the current year's operating expenses are recognised as income in the same year.

Government grants are accounted on the accrual basis.

c) Funds

Funds are set up to account for contributions from external sources for specific purposes. Income and expenditure

relating to specific funds are accounted for directly in the funds to which they relate. Assets and liabilities of the

specific and general funds are pooled in the Balance Sheet. Funds are accounted for on the accrual basis.

d) Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is calculated on the straight line basis to

write off the cost of the fixed assets over their estimated useful lives as follows: -

Years

Furniture, Fittings and Equipment 3 - 5

Computer Hardware 3

Workshop Equipment and Machinery 3 - 8

Motor Vehicle 5

Assets below S$ 1,000 are expensed off when purchased.

Assets donated by the Vocational and Industrial Training Board (VITB) are taken into the fixed assets and Deferred

Capital Grants accounts at their net book values and depreciated over their remaining useful lives estimated to be

four years.

e) Recognition of Interest Income

Interest income is recognised on the accrual basis.

f) Foreign Currencies

Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are translated into Singapore dollars at rates of

exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. Transactions during the year are translated at rates of exchange ruling at

the transaction dates. All exchange differences are taken to the Income and Expenditure Statement.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

The Temasek Polytechnic which was incorporated under the Temasek Polytechnic Act 1990, came into operation

on 6 April 1990. Its principal activities are :-

a) to provide instruction and training in technology, science, commerce, arts and other subjects of learning ;

b) to aid by research and other means the advancement of knowledge and its practical application ; and

c) to promote the exchange of knowledge and skills with business and industry.

DEFERRED CAPITAL GRANTS FROM GOVERNMENT

S$

Capital grants received during the period 4,782,731

Net book values of assets donated by VITB 446,042

5,228,773

Less :

Grants taken to Income and Expenditure Statement 297,661

Balance carried forward 4,931,112

The capital grants include an amount of S$35,880 given to the Polytechnic prior to its incorporation.
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4 REVOLVING FUND

Grants received during the period

s$

1,375,000

Represented by :

Staff loans due after one year

Staff loans due within one year

Bank Balance

877,340

114,641

383,019

1,375,000

The revolving fund comprises Government grants received for the purpose of providing loans to staff. Interest income of this

fund is taken to the Income and Expenditure Statement.

Staff loans due within one year are included in the Sundry debtors, deposits and prepayments.

Except for settling-in loans which are interest-free, all other loans are repayable with interest at 5% to 5.75% by monthly

instalments over periods up to 25 years for housing loans and up to 7 years for the other loans.

BURSARY FUND

This Fund is set up to receive donations from well-wishers for the purpose of providing bursaries to full-time students.

S$

Donations received during the period 34,920

Add : Interest income 616

Balance carried forward

Represented by :

Bank Balance

35,536

35,536

FIXED ASSETS

COST

Purchase during the year

Assets donated by VITB

At 31.3.91

DEPRECIATION

Depreciation for the year

NET BOOK VALUE

At 31.3.91

Furniture Workshop

Fittings &. Equipment & Motor

Equipment Computer Machinery Vehicle

S$

393,724

7,003

S$

749,264

S$

5,868

439,039

S$

36,985

Total

S$

1,185,841

446,042

400,727

42,485

358,242

749,264

141,635

607,629

444,907

109,858

335,049

36,985

3,683

33,302

1,631,883

297,661

1,334,222

7 WORKS-IN-PROGRESS

The works-in-progress relates to the renovation works at the two campuses at Grange Road and Stirling Road. The cost will

be amortised over the periods of the leases when the renovation works are completed.

8 STUDENT LOANS

Loans granted to full-time students are interest free until 1 July in the year of their graduation. Thereafter, loans are

repayable by monthly instalments with interest based on the average prime rates of four local big banks or such other rate as

may be determined by the Polytechnic from time to time.
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REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

The account comprises the following :

S$

Public utilities 142,084

Upkeep and maintenance of buildings, equipment and motor vehicle 196,909

Security services 54,757

Grass cutting and landscaping 72,397

Maintenance of mechanical and electrical items 7,534

473,681

10 FIXED ASSETS WRITTEN OFF

Assets below S$ 1,000 are expensed off when purchased. The fixed assets written off included furniture and fittings for

classroom, lecture theatres and computer laboratory and also items acquired before the incorporation of the Polytechnic.

11 PRE-OPERATING EXPENSES

Operating grants of S$199,632 were received prior to the incorporation of Temasek Polytechnic. S$138,386 was incurred

for salaries, advertisement for recruitment and intake and publication of prospectus. The balance of S$61,246 was for the

purchase of fixed assets below S$ 1,000, which is included in the Fixed Assets Written Off.

12 OPERATING GRANTS

S$

Operating grants received during the period 6,750,881

This includes grants of S$199,632 for the expenditure incurred in setting up of Temasek Polytechnic.

13 COMMITMENTS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

Capital expenditure approved by the Board but not provided for in the accounts is as follows:

S$

Amount approved and contracted for 3,730,296

Amount approved but not contracted for 543,255

4,273,551

14 COMPARATIVE FIGURES

No comparative figures are available as this is the Polytechnic's first set of accounts.
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BUSINESS ▲ DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

Staff Consultancy Work & Service To Industry

Department

Business

Business

Business

Business

Business

Business

Business

Business

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Science &

Technology

Science &.

Technology

Administration

Staff

Leong Chun Cheong

Jimmy Tay Chee Sen

Lynda Chong-Wee Keng Neo

Peter Ooi

Simon Seah Seow Kee

Yeo Li Pheow

Yap Giok Seng

Vincent Teh

Jeffrey Seah

Rosli Bin Melan

Basil B. Nettar

Dennis Tan Tiang Seng

Wee Kong Hee

Iskander Jalil

Lim Kin Chew

Yen Fun Long

Frankie Lim

Lee Foon Yee

Chan May See
CUick Won PatV-Illd Well JTal

S Denesh

Kok Lee Hwa

Description

Teaching 'Marketing to Organisation' at Marketing Institute of
Singapore (MIS)

Teaching 'Accounting' at MIS

Teaching 'Basic Financial & Management Accounting' at

Fraser & Neave (S) Pte Ltd

Teaching 'Strategic Marketing' at MIS

Teaching 'Accounting' at the Singapore Institute of Management
(SIM)

Conducted Workshop on 'Effective Writing Skills' at the

Singapore Institute of Personnel Management (SIPM)

Teaching 'Financial Analysis' at SIM

Teaching 'Marketing Management' at SIM

Consultancy for Goldbell Leasing Pte Ltd

Conducting a Rendering Techniques course at the

Ministry of Education (MOE)

Conducting Drawing and Rendering courses at NUS

(Dept of Extra-Mural Studies)

Consultancy project with Interior &. Architectural Service

Teaching 'Commercial Photography' at Photo Arts Assoc of

Consultancy project with Standcote Industries

Asia-Pacific Pte Ltd

Consultancy project on 'Design concepts for the embellishment of

4 Buildings' with PICO Art

Held a one-Man Pottery Exhibition 'Potter's Journey' at the

National Museum Art Gallery

Consultancy project with the National

Computer Board as courseware Evaluator

)

)

) Development of validation tests for trainers of the IT Power

) programme for NCB (Macintosh Version)

>

Coaching swimming to external students

Our Thanks To ...
LIST OF DONORS OF SCHOLARSHIPS & BURSARIES UP TO 31 MAR 91

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation People's Scholarship Fund

Keppel Corporation Ltd PMBM Scholarship Fund Board

Lee Foundation Singapore Singapore Manufacturers Association

Lee Foundation, States of Malaya Singapore Trade Development Board

Marketing Institute of Singapore Ultra Supplies

PAP Community Foundation Vocational and Industrial Training Board
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TEMASEK POLYTECHNIC

An Institution Of Excellence

Temasek Polytechnic was established on 6 April 1990 to meet the manpower needs of the

economy as well as the increasing demand for polytechnic education.

Its mission is to prepare school-leavers for the world of work, equipping them with

knowledge, skills and attitudes that will lead them to satisfying careers and further

education.

750 students were enrolled into the Polytechnic in the first academic year. Currently

operating from two campuses - Grange Road and Stirling Road Campuses, it has a student

population of 1,500. This figure is targeted to increase to 2,200 and 2,400 respectively over

the next two years.

In the meantime, plans are underway to build a 30-hectare campus overlooking the Bedok

Reservoir to integrate the two campuses into a leading institution with the latest equipment

and facilities. The new campus will be ready in about four years time.

Setting New Standards

Temasek Polytechnic offers diploma courses in Business, Design and Technology, making it

the only Polytechnic which provides students the benefit of an integrated curriculum. The

Polytechnic is organised into three schools, each running diploma programmes in its area.

The School of Business offers Diplomas in Business and Tourism Management, the School

of Design offers diploma courses in Graphic Design, Interior Architecture and Design, and

Product Design, while the School of Science and Technology offers two diploma courses,

namely, the Diploma in Electronics and Diploma in Mechatronics for GCE "O" level

Students and a two-year Diploma in Information Technology, for GCE "A" level graduates.

An interdisciplinary course, the Diploma in Operations Management is offered jointly by

the School of Business and the School of Science & Technology.

Quality Education

A unique feature to the Polytechnic's courses is the provision of an integrated curriculum.

Another is the strong emphasis on project orientation, communication and information
technology skills; key skills which will be assets to the student for life. A third, is the

introduction of a modular system of instruction where students are examined on a few

subjects per module. This system has reduced the disadvantages of rote learning and enables

students to get a better understanding of the subjects.

Although a new polytechnic, the Temasek Polytechnic diploma enjoys equal recognition by

the Government and private sector employers, and for entry into local and foreign

universities.

Sports & Recreation

Apart from a conducive learning environment, students at Temasek Polytechnic enjoy a

variety of sports and recreation facilities. Societies and clubs cover a wide variety of

interests and the campus is a popular focus of social activities which contributes to an

enriched student life.

THE INTEGRATED POLYTECHNIC



T E M A S E K
POLYTECHNIC

Grange Road Campus, 51 Grange Road, Singapore 1024, Tel: 235-5252, Fax: 736-0152

Stirling Road Campus, 501 Stirling Road, Singapore 0314, Tel: 472-8900, Fax: 475-5383


